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Abstract 
Triangulation is an important procedure of model generation. Stereo vision can restore the depth of points 
but only obtain the coordinates of discrete points, which need to be formed into mesh model using surface 
reconstruction method. This paper proposed an adaptive progressive mesh reconstruction algorithm for 
spatial discrete points. Through switch of 3D and 2D Delaunay triangulation and adaptive search of the k 
nearest neighbors, the algorithm can restore the topology of the points and reconstruct the model rapidly. 
Experimental results show that the algorithm has the ability of adaptive modeling to discrete points of 
different scale and shape with high efficiency and low memory occupancy. 
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1. Introduction 
Mesh surface reconstruction of spatial points is also called triangulation. It is widely used in scientific 
visualization, reverse engineering, computer vision and other related fields. Its purpose is to reconstruct 
the topology of each discrete point and obtain a linear surface (that is, polyhedral mesh) in accordance 
with the original structure. Because triangle is the simplest polygon and each polygon can be divided into 
a quantity of triangles, triangular mesh is most frequently used in 3D reconstruction. Therefore, 
triangulation is the key step and research hotspot in this area. Numerous triangulation methods fall into 
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two major categories: Delaunay based [1] and non-Delaunay based [2]. Delaunay based triangulation 
method is traditional with features of uniqueness and local optimization but still needs to be improved. 
There are three commonly used 3D reconstruction methods to arbitrary topological structure [3]: 
isoline tracking method, carving-based method and region increasing based method. 
Isoline tracking method was proposed by Hoppe [4]. Triangular surface model is acquired by first 
defining an index of point density and then calculating the mesh using marching cubes. It estimates the 
tangent plane on each sample point through computing their k nearest neighbours and linearly approaches 
the local shape of the curved surface waiting to be modelled. This type of method demands that the 
sample points should be dense and well-distributed, but it cannot deal with the data with thin boundary or 
shape features.  
Carving-based method first carries out Delaunay triangulation and then extracts the triangle related to 
the shape of the point cloud according to a certain rule. The representative methods are α-shape based 
method [5], Voronoi neighbourhood based method [6] and UmbrellaFilter algorithm [7]. The shortcoming 
of this kind of method is high complexity. UmbrellaFilter algorithm needs to solve a linear programming 
(LP) problem in order to guarantee the rightness of the final topology. If the sample surface differs much 
with the reconstructed surface, the LP problem will be hard to calculate even unanswered. 
Region increasing based method usually selects an initial triangle from point cloud and adds it into the 
surface set as the seed together with the three edges inserting into the edge set. The two sets are both 
updated according to a dynamic increasing principle from local to global. The representatives are Ball 
Pivoting Algorithm (BPA) [8] and Delaunay-based Region-growing Algorithm (DBRB) [9]. This type of 
method has innate strength on reconstruction of open surface mesh but it seems not very strict using only 
sampling uniformity degree to determine the scale of the influence region. The computation method of 
the influence region probably becomes the next bottle neck of the efficiency of the algorithm. Recently a 
fast progressive surface reconstruction algorithm was brought forth [10]. However, the result will be 
greatly affected by the parameter k and the paper does not clarify how to choose k.   
In summary, we propose a new adaptive progressive mesh reconstruction algorithm for spatial discrete 
points which integrates the superiority of isoline tracking method and region growing method so as to 
improve the quality, efficiency and stability of the mesh modeling process. 
2. Principle of the Algorithm 
The core idea of our algorithm is to project the 3D discrete points into their approximate surface for 2D 
Delaunay triangulation, and then feedback the topology reflected by the 2D point set to the 3D point set, 
complete the mesh jointing, therefore, obtain the reconstructed mesh.  
Through making the best of the local topology and geometric information implicated by the 
neighbouring point set, this algorithm rapidly implements local topology reconstruction of each point on 
the basis of 2D Delaunay triangulation technique. After automatic rectification of the illegal connection 
relationship of the local data points, it joints the local triangle net into a standard integrated 2D manifold 
mesh in a way of increasing expansion. The algorithm can detect the empty hole in the reconstruction 
procedure and judge open or close topology contained in the discrete data. It supports non-uniform point 
distribution. 
The input of the algorithm is the spatial coordinate of the points set: { }iVP =  and output is a Delaunay triangle net M and normal vector of each triangle. We use iV  to describe one point. It can be divided into three steps: pre-processing, mesh generation and mesh optimization. 
Step 1. Pre-processing. 
(1) To each iV , find its ik nearest neighboring points and denote them as ( )iVNeigh . Fit the 
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approximate normal vector of iV . If the number of the nearest neighboring points of iV is less than 3, 
then iV is set to be noise point, otherwise, it is set to be isolate point.
(2) Set M as a null set. 
Step 2. Mesh generation: traverse each point of the point set in sequence, to edge point or isolate point
iV , delete the inner point and noise point from ( )iVNeigh , then we obtain a point set iQ . If the number 
of points in iQ is over 2, then the following processing should be carried out.
(1) Project iQ onto the normal surface of iV , conduct triangulation and a triangle net is acquired. 
As for those triangles that are not connected with iV , delete it from the 2D triangle net. 
(2) Feedback the relationship among the points in 2D triangle net to 3D space so as to obtain the 
local triangle net iM of iV .
(3) Insert iM  to M and at the same time adjust the property of each point in iV and iQ .
(4) Traverse the point set again until the spatial triangle net M changes no more which means no 
more new triangles enter.  
Step 3. Mesh optimization. Compute the normal vector of each triangle and then make normalization of 
all the normal vectors.
3.  Elaboration of the Algorithm 
3.1Pre-processing 
The spatial bounding box of the discrete points should first be calculated from the input point set. Using 
spatial partition method, the bounding box is divided into a quantity of cubes according to the distribution 
of the points. Therefore, the nearest k points of iV  need to be searched only from the cube that the point 
lies in and its 27 neighbouring cubes. To each point in the set, find its k (4< k <20) nearest points, save 
them into the neighbour set of this point and fit the approaching normal vector using inverse iteration 
method. Meanwhile, the approximate normal tangent plane taking this point as point of tangency is 
formed. Then the pre-processing ends.  
During this procedure, the computation of k  neighbours is the key problem. Since this neighbourhood 
means the k  points who are nearest with the reference point in the discrete point set, the most 
straightforward idea is to calculate the distance between this point and each point then find the k  points 
in comparison. 
It will directly influence the efficiency of the algorithm how to determinate the number ik  of the 
closest points of data point iV . In order to guarantee the locality of the regional triangulation, ik  shall 
not be too large. But it shall not be too small either; otherwise the local triangulation will not be integrate 
and will make the inner points become edge points. Therefore, we propose an adaptive method to 
determinate the ik  value. First, set every ik  the same initial value between 5 and 20. Then, its value is 
dynamically adjusted according to the curvature at the point iV  during the reconstruction period. On the 
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region where the surface is relatively smooth, ik  can be increased; on other regions where curvature is 
high, ik  can be properly decreased. Due to the fact that we usually do not know the surface of the 
discrete points before reconstruction, still less the curvature of a certain point, we can estimate the even 
degree of the local surface when computing the similar normal vector. If the sum of deviation Error  is 
small, it means the surface at this point is comparably smooth so ik  will automatically grow. Otherwise, 
ik  is accordingly shortened. Through this dynamic adjustment method, the reconstruction algorithm can 
be adaptive, automatic and fit for any topologic data set. 
As to point V , its similar tangent plane is computed through its k-neighborhood. This process can be 
described as the following: Given the neighborhood Q of V :
{ } PkiQQ i ⊂== ,...,1|
                                      
 (1)
Solve the similar normal vector N of V  so as to make the expression (1) the smallest, that is
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The approximate value of N  can be calculated as the unitization of eigenvector which is 
corresponding to the smallest feature value of C . We make use of inverse iteration method to solve this 
feature value and eigenvector. The equation of tangent plane is obtained using point norm form equation 
after the feature normal vector is computed. Then the tangent plane is stored into vertices. at(i).tangent 
plane. The accuracy of tangent plane estimation plays a very important role in the projected location of 
the point cloud and further affects the topology of triangulation and quality of the reconstructed mesh. 
3.2 Mesh Generation 
Mesh generation is the core of the 3D reconstruction. Its principle is to project the spatial discrete points 
into the approximate tangent plane of the corresponding point to carry out local 2D Delaunay triangulation, 
then feed the topology of the  two dimension point set back to the 3D point set and finish the mesh 
jointing. The procedure is shown in Fig.1. 
 
Fig.1 Projection of 2D local triangulation to 3D space 
A. Delaunay triangulation of planar point set 
After calculating the approximation vector, we can change the spatial triangulation of V and its 
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closest point set Q to 2D triangulation of projection points on its tangent plane. The 2D Delaunay 
triangulation algorithm we apply is as follows. To a 2D point set pSet, if its scale if less than 3, then the 
processing ends. Otherwise, set the formed triangle set as empty and add three appendent points in order 
to construct a huge enough triangle HugeTriangle. Assign the three points three different number less than 
0 as their indexes so as to distinguish them from the original point set. Add the HugeTriangle into the 
formed triangle set and construct a 2D Delaunay triangle net using a progressive method. As to each 
unprocessed pset.at(i) in the point set, traverse the triangle set currently formed and structure all the 
triangles whose circumcircle includes this point into a convex  hull (the vertex is clockwise arrayed). 
Connect this point and every two neighboring vertexes into a triangle tempTri, insert it into triangleSet
until there are no point unprocessed in the set. Now, delete the triangles whose vertexes include the 
appendent points. Finally, delete the triangle that is not directly connected with the vertex vertices.at(i).
B. Judgment of Spatial Triangle Overlay 
Overlay of two triangles is relative to a certain vertex. We project all the vertexes of two triangles into 
the approximate cutting plane of their public vertex and obtain another two triangles on the same plane. 
Through judgment whether these two triangles on the same plane is overlapped, we can determinate 
whether the two spatial triangles are overlapped. Suppose the public vertex of two projected triangles is A, 
we can denote two vertexes of one triangle B and C, two vertexes of the other triangle D and E, as shown 
in Fig.2. 
 
Fig.2 Overlay of two coplanar triangles  
We use the following method to check whether two coplanar triangles are overlapped. If they really 
lap over, then a certain edge of one triangle whose vertexes include this public vertex is sure to divide the 
other triangle into two parts, as shown in Fig.2. The sum of inclination of edge AB and edge AD ( BAD∠ ) 
and that of edge of AD and edge AC ( DAC∠ ) is equal to the inclination of edge AB and edge AC 
( BAC∠ ). Therefore, through checking whether there are edges with this relationship in the two triangles, 
we can determinate the overlay problem. It is worth noting that, if the two triangles have only one public 
edge or completely overlapped, then they need to further judgment.
C. Jointing of 3D Mesh 
Every new generated local spatial triangle mesh in our algorithm should be integrated to currently 
formed global mesh. This is progressive extension. This method takes each triangle from the local mesh 
in sequence and check whether it lap over the triangles in the global mesh. If not, then this triangle is 
inserted into the global mesh. The property of corresponding spatial discrete point will be adaptively 
changed when the triangle adds into the global mesh. 
3.3 Mesh Optimization 
Normal vector of each triangle is calculated after global spatial triangular net is generated. Since some 
of the normal vectors point inside, some point outside, mesh optimization step focuses on the unification 
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of normal vector, which means adjusting outward all the normal vectors of the triangles in global mesh. 
This is necessary for mesh model rendering and display.  
To a triangle ABCΔ , its normal vector is described as:  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ACABACABN −×−−×−= /
                                     
 (4) 
If N  points outward, we need to change the storage sequence of two vertexes in the triangle and set N  
to the opposite direction. 
4. Experimental Results and Analysis 
     We made experiments to test the proposed algorithm. Spatial discrete points are loaded from files for 
3D reconstruction. The generated mesh can be evaluated from the difference between the original model. 
Here we select eight point files with different scale as the testing data. Tab.1 gives the number of points, 
the k  parameters and number of triangles after the algorithm runs. 
Tab.1 Experimental data and results 
Point set file Number of discrete points k value Number of triangles 
sphere 146 8 288 
g2_1 3200 8 6400 
g2_3 4795 8 9590 
head 12097 12 24002 
bunny 35947 15 71828 
locust 64226 18 124750 
horse 83516 16 165936 
jug 193592 20 384552 
As Tab.1 shows, to the discrete point sets with different scales, the proposed algorithm can effectively 
reconstruct the mesh surface and from the number of triangles we can see, generated models have 
comparably fine accuracy. Fig.3 gives the model result of sphere and bunny. 
        (a) 
            (b) 
Fig.3 Reconstruction result of surface mesh   (a) sphere; (b) bunny. From left to right on each line: original discrete points; 
reconstruction result in wireframe mode; reconstruction result in solid mode. 
From Fig.3 we can see, the reconstructed surfaces are very uniform and smooth. Our algorithm can 
effectively reconstruct the discrete points and restore the original model. 
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We also apply the algorithm to handle the discrete point cloud obtained using image-based 
reconstruction method. Fig.4 shows one frame of the original video and reconstructed wireframe model. 
The reconstructed model will completely restore the information of the object after texture mapping. 
    
Fig.4 Original image frame and point cloud reconstructed wireframe model 
To analyze of the experimental results, we give the following graphs. According to the data from Tab.1, 
we conclude the relationship between the number of reconstructed triangles Nt and the number of discrete 
points Np in Fig. 5(a). We also test the relationship between the time for 3D reconstruction (denoted as T)
and Np in Fig. 5(b).  
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Fig.5 (a) Line chart of Nt and Np ; (b) Line chart of T and Np 
From Fig.5(a) we can see that, the two parameters have linear relationship. The number of 
reconstructed triangles is about twice of the number of discrete points. This is in accordance with the 
feature that the generated mesh is 2D manifold.   
From Fig.5(b) it is found that when the scale of the point set is comparably small (e.g, less than 50 
thousand) the time and the number of points have linear relationship, while when Np increases, the time 
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of reconstruction becomes unsteady, and also has great influence with the parameter k. Therefore, through 
adaptive determination of k value, the efficiency of reconstruction algorithm is effectively controlled.
5. Conclusions 
This paper proposed a new adaptive progressive rapid surface reconstruction algorithm based on local 
2D Delaunay triangulation. This method can automatically determinate the number of neighboring point 
set and fits for almost all point set with different scale and shape. It has high efficiency. The algorithm can 
be applied into point cloud generated from stereo vision to obtain smooth and accurate 3D mesh model. 
This technique has wide application prospect in many fields including 3D information recover, surface 
measuring and visualization.  
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